The wide-scale adoption of electronic health records (EHR)s has increased the availability of routinely collected clinical data in electronic form that can be used to improve the reporting of quality of care. However, the bulk of information in the EHR is in unstructured form (e.g., free-text clinical notes) and not amenable to automated reporting. Traditional methods are based on structured diagnostic and billing data that provide efficient, but inaccurate or incomplete summaries of actual or relevant care processes and patient outcomes. To assess the feasibility and benefit of implementing enhanced EHRbased physician quality measurement and reporting, which includes the analysis of unstructured freetext clinical notes, we conducted a retrospective study to compare traditional and enhanced approaches for reporting ten physician quality measures from multiple National Quality Strategy domains. We found that our enhanced approach enabled the calculation of five Physician Quality and Performance System measures not measureable in billing or diagnostic codes and resulted in over a five-fold increase in event at an average precision of 88 percent (95 percent CI: 83-93 percent). Our work suggests that enhanced EHR-based quality measurement can increase event detection for establishing value-based payment arrangements and can expedite quality reporting for physician practices, which are increasingly burdened by the process of manual chart review for quality reporting.
Introduction
About 30 percent, or 117 billion dollars, of Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) payments are now linked to quality of care delivery, with the goal of linking 90 percent payments to quality of care by 2020. 1 As a result, a new framework for rewarding health care providers for provision of high value care is needed in the United States. However, there have been substantial obstacles in establishing efficient and meaningful quality reporting systems and pay for performance programs, leading to increasing concerns from professional groups and health policy experts. One salient challenge for physician quality reporting systems is the significant gap between what is desirable to measure for establishing value-based payment arrangements, and what is feasible for practices to report about the quality of care they deliver. 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, [14] [15] [16] 21, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] Although the wide-scale adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) has increased the availability of routinely collected structured (e.g., ICD diagnoses and CPT codes), and unstructured (e.g., free-text clinical notes) data that can be used to improve the reporting of quality of care, the bulk of information in the EHR is in unstructured and not amenable to automated reporting.
Traditional quality measurement and reporting methods consider only structured EHR data. The high degree of organization facilitates automated reporting, but structured data provide a limited representation of each patient's treatment across settings, their health outcomes, or why a clinical decision was made (e.g., a guideline was not followed because patients could not tolerate a high dose of medication). 12, 13, 23, 28, 29 Unstructured EHR data, such as the free-text notes that a clinical team documents as part of a patient's care process, is the opposite and represents a rich and complex pool of clinical information that does not conform to a prespecified format. Although traditional methods for performance and quality reporting miss a substantial amount of information that is "locked" in clinical text, to warrant their wide scale adoption for population health management and measurement, clinical text analysis tools must be able to efficiently analyze an institution's entire clinical text collection, easily adapt to new information extraction tasks, and demonstrate reliable performance across institutions and different EHR products. Information extraction is the task of automatically extracting structured information from unstructured data sources. We developed and evaluated information extraction methods to assess the feasibility of and potential benefit of improving EHRbased measurement for the Physician Quality and Performance Reporting System (PQRS). The PQRS is a physician quality reporting program implemented by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), under the Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006. 30 In combination with the cost of care an eligible health professional delivers, the PQRS is used by Medicare as the basis for differential payments based on healthcare "value". 7, 18, 30, 31 We discuss our research findings in the context of value-based payment for physicians. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first systematic comparison of enhanced EHR-based methods with traditional methods in the setting of a physician performance and quality measurement. Prior studies applying clinical text analysis for enhanced measurement largely reflect research on improving event detection for the patient safety domain, such as the adverse events measured by Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)'s Patient Safety Indicators (PSIs) and other surgeryrelated complications. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] We sought to assess the feasibility and benefit of enhanced measurement, spanning multiple National Quality Strategy domains 37 CLEVER is an open source tool that incorporates statistical term expansion components (i.e., word embedding) and semantic components (i.e., context analyzing rules) to expedite the development of rule-based extractors.
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Methods
Participants and Setting
Stanford Health Care (SHC) is an academic medical center located in Northern California. SHC provides inpatient and outpatient care for patients with high acuity disease with a recent focus on primary care. During the time of our analysis, SHC used the Epic (Epic Systems, Verona Wisconsin) EHR. Among the 646,973 patients that received care at SHC from 2008 through 2013, 178,794 senior patients, 4,213 dementia patients, 2,335 cataract surgery patients, and 7,414 ischemic stroke patients satisfied one or more of the ten PCPI denominator definitions. The SHC data for our study was provided by the STRIDE (Stanford Translational Research Integrated Database Environment), which contains deidentified data for over 2 million patients. 40 We analyzed over 21 million notes in the Epic EHR, including Letters, Phone Encounter Logs, Goals of Care and more standard note types such as Progress Notes, Nursing Sign Out Notes, ED Notes and other types.
Physician Measures
Our study included ten physician performance and quality of care measures developed and approved by the Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement (PCPI), convened by the American Medical Association (AMA). Along with their name, PCPI group, and quality domain, each of our ten study measures are categorized by PCPI approval and PQRS adoption status in Figure 1 .
The measure technical specifications determined by PCPI standardize the collection of measures and are distributed, without modification, for claims and registry based reporting by CMS, private companies, and professional groups. 41 Using PCPI technical specifications, we used only structured data to estimate patient eligible for the denominator of each study measure. Keeping the denominator's value fixed, we compared traditional structured and enhanced methods for estimating the numerator. We prioritized the choice of measures by identifying measures that we hypothesized would be under-coded in structured EHR fields. For example, a measurement approach that used structured data for the calculation of Measure #47, Advance Care Plan, could identify events relevant to the numerator by detecting a specific CPT code, but most providers are unaware of them and many relevant discussions between patients and physicians, and advance care plans, are still documented in only free-text.
After recognizing that some measure numerators cannot be represented by the PQRS core coding systems (e.g., ICD, CPT, HCPCS), we also included measures that required disease recognition at a level of specificity that current coding systems do not support. For example, PQRS Measure #280, Staging of Dementia, is defined by the percent of Dementia patients that were staged as mild, moderate, or severe. The ICD allows for more granular dementia diagnoses such as presenile, senile, vascular, and drug induced, but cannot capture information on whether a patient's dementia is mild, moderate, or severe. Similarly, the PQRS core coding systems cannot be used to report Measure #191, "the percentage of patients aged 18 years and older with a diagnosis of uncomplicated cataract who had cataract surgery and no significant ocular conditions impacting the visual outcome of surgery and had best-corrected visual acuity of 20/40 or better 
Clinical Information Extraction
Our approach to the detection of events "locked" in clinical text was to employ an efficient and flexible framework for building custom extractors, called CLEVER. Our clinical information extraction system consisted of four steps. Figure 2 shows an overview of our system's pipeline, based on a set of n patients, where p i is the ith patient and 1 ≤ i ≤ n ,m candidate events, where cid j is the jth candidate event and
1 ≤ j ≤ m and a measurement observation window, t, of one year, t = 365.
Step One of our information extraction pipeline was Terminology Construction. This step involved identifying the target concepts associated with the documentation of each measure in clinical text. Then, after using the UMLS and the SPECIALIST Lexicon to identify a set of high-quality biomedical "seed" terms for our target concepts, we used statistical term expansion techniques to identify new clinical terms that shared the same contexts. [43] [44] [45] Step Two, Pre-Processing, used our terminology to tag the target terms for our measure-specific target concepts and a general set of clinical concept modifiers included in CLEVER. 
Figure 2. Overview of the Clinical Information Extraction Pipeline for Enhanced EHR-based Reporting
In
Step Three, Extraction, we used structured EHR data to estimate each measure's Denominator and Numerator Statements. By matching on patient ID and year, we merged data from our structured EHR data sources with CLEVER's intermediate event schema to create a candidate event matrix. We used note creation time to approximate the time of positive events extracted from clinical text, or in the case of events documented in structured data, visit time. Then, based on the approximated event time, all patients in the measures denominator were indexed from t₁, the date of their initial qualifying visit, through t max , where "max" was the length of the measurement period indicated by each measure's PCPI technical specification. In the final step, PatientLevel Reporting, we queried the candidate event matrix to calculate the value of each measure's numerator and denominator, reporting the final measurement rate. CLEVER and the terminologies used for our experiments are publically available and distributed as open source software under the MIT license. Additional details on our information extraction pipeline illustrated in Figure 2 are provided in our Appendix.
Evaluation
The main study outcomes we report are the measurement rates for traditional and enhanced EHR-based quality measurement, and the precision, or PPV, of enhanced event detection from clinical text.
We evaluated the precision of our enhanced quality measurement method, using patients that qualified for the Numerator Component, based on only unstructured EHR data. For each study measure, we randomly selected 100 patients that were potentially missed by traditional measurement methods, for review by clinical experts. If the reviewer felt enough evidence was present in a patient's record to support the inclusion of the patient in the numerator, the clinical experts were instructed to indicate true. For instances where there was a contraindication or insufficient evidence, they were instructed to indicate false. To facilitate their case review, we included information from CLEVERs intermediate event schema -e.g., the snippets for target terms, the note type the target term appeared, the note's ID (NID), the time of the note, and the patient's ID. An example of four events that were selected for evaluation and ground truth (GT) labels that were assigned by clinical experts appear in Table 1 .
Results
For our ten PQRS measures, we extracted seven measures from unstructured EHR data --i.e., clinical text, --with 80 percent or higher precision. For the seven measures enhanced measurement extracted with good performance, Table 2 shows the number of patients with clinical events that qualified for inclusion in each measure's numerator in the "Patient Events" column. The number of patients in the denominator appears under "Eligible Patients." On the left side of the "Patient Events" column, under "Structured Events," are the total number of patients in the numerator identified with traditional measurement. Under "Unstructured Events" is the number of additional patients identified with enhanced measurement methods. We also show the precision of enhanced measurement for the Numerator Component, and in the last two columns of Table 2 , we compare traditional and enhanced measurement rates, based on six years of annual reporting (2008 though 2013).
For the seven PQRS measures in Table 2 To examine annual reporting trends, based on our enhanced measurement method, Table 3 show shows annual reporting rates. Similar to Second, we found that enhanced quality reporting methods can enable physician practices to calculate quality measures which are associated with overall patient care, including coordination of care and patient satisfaction. Although the role of the individual in healthcare is changing from that of a passive patient to active consumer with increased financial responsibility for their healthcare costs, current quality reporting systems overwhelmingly focus on process measures that capture medical aspects of a patient's care (e.g., cancer screening according to guidelines, or the administration of prophylaxis before surgery). To provide patients with meaningful information to compare costs and It is important to note that our study has several limitations. Not all measures were equally amenable to our enhanced measurement method. Specifically, we do not report measurement rates for the three PCPI measures from the Stroke and Rehabilitation group, shown in Figure 1 . Based on both traditional and enhanced measurement methods, the dysphagia measure, which is a retired PQRS measures, resulted in zero patients in the numerator and was omitted from our results. For the two Potentially Preventable Harmful Event measures from this group, our enhanced measurement method detected positive conditions of UTI or Stage 3 or greater decubitus, but could not rule out the absence of the conditions on hospital admission and the precision was 10 percent and 14 percent, respectively. Since such low performance is unlikely to reflect meaningful results, and the measure has not been adopted by the PQRS, we also omitted these measures from our results.
The lack of a gold standard corpus to evaluate our clinical text analysis methods is also a limitation of our study. We demonstrate the benefit of enhanced quality reporting by comparing traditional and enhanced EHR-based measurement approaches, and showing substantial increases in the total number of additional events detected from unstructured sources, with good precision. However, the recall (or sensitivity) of our system is unknown. Similar to open domain information extraction tasks, the size and complexity of our corpus makes it infeasible to manually annotate a sample of clinical notes that is large enough to provide a meaningful and unbiased estimate of system recall. A community resource of this type would be invaluable for developing and evaluating enhanced EHR-based measurement and quality reporting systems. Finally, a multi-site evaluation is needed to establish the generalizability of our methods.
Conclusions
For ). Term classes are also used to represent symbols for boundary detection (e.g., "." or ":") polarity (e.g., "+" or "-") and other functional symbols such as the "/" in "no e/o" (short-hand for "no evidence of"). Many of the contexts in the base terminology have been described in prior studies and we include negation and familial terms from the ConText and NegEx systems in CLEVER's base classes. 39, 46, 47 Although the base terminology is used with all types of extractors, CLEVER's custom terminology is taskspecific. Term classes in the custom terminology are called "target" classes, and represent the key clinical concepts relevant to a custom extractor. An example of the target classes, the 2015 and 2016 PQRS study measures for which they are applicable, their class tag and example target terms are shown in A2.
Term expansion methods are popular statistical techniques that have been applied to address some of the methodological challenges associated with constructing comprehensive terminologies for clinical text analysis. [48] [49] [50] Based on their co-occurrence with known terms of interest, term expansion methods can be used to detect similar terms without using hand-written rules or labeled sentences.
Biomedical ontologies have been widely applied for clinical information extraction tasks, and provide the backbone for a number of clinical concept recognition systems such as MetaMap, YTEX and the NBCO Annotator; however, unlike biomedical text, which is defined as the kind of unstructured free-text that appears in books, articles, scientific publications and poster, clinical text is written by clinicians in the healthcare setting. 51 For quality measurement event detection, the first challenge posed by adapting biomedical NLP resources to the clinical setting relates to the completeness of terms for tagging a clinical concept. 50, 52 A second challenge is presented by the absence of important healthcare concepts from biomedical language resources such as "20/40 or greater vision" for PQRS Measure #191 or "durable power of attorney" for PQRS Measure #47.
Our approach to tailoring our custom terminology for clinical text was to use a clinical term embedding model to bootstrap a more complete terminology for quality measurement event detection by learning relevant clinical synonyms from a set of biomedical terms. 38, 53 Using over 21 million notes for 1.2 million SHC patients, we identified candidate terms by generating all sequences of up to four contiguous tokens in the corpus and trained our clinical term embedding model, using a word2vec skip-gram model with one hidden layer. 38 Then, after identifying the set of target classes for each of our study measures with the help of PCPI measure documentation, we identified concept in the UMLS that were relevant to the detection of each measure and used the SPECIALIST system to create a set of initial "seed" terms. 49, 51, 54 For each seed term, we used our clinical term embedding model to rank and return the top 25 closest (i.e., the most "similar") terms in vector space, or the "nearest neighbors", based on cosine similarity. Examples of terms for each of the target classes used for our 2015-16 PQRS program measures are shown in A2. Terms that were learned using our term expansion techniques appear in italics. Is important to note that all terms, derived from biomedical knowledge-bases or through data-driven term expansion, are manually reviewed to filter spurious or "noisy" terms before they are added to the custom terminology. Step 2: Pre-processing
Our pre-processing step was used to prepare clinical text for downstream analysis and event extraction.
For our experiments, we set the scope of candidate event snippets to 125 character to the right and left of a target mention -i.e., a target term documented in clinical text. The character offset length includes white space and symbols to the right and left of a target term. Figure A1 shows an example of the intermediate event schema that is produced by our pre-processing steps for all target mentions detected in clinical text. To enable downstream analysis, our event schema includes structured data, which at minimum is used to define the demographics and combination codes used to determine a patient's eligibility in the denominator a study measure, and the annotated candidate event information from clinical text. In addition to the snippet, and features for indexing and retrieval, note type, and other and term-level information from text, CLEVER provides summary statistics on the top n-grams that occur before and after target terms, and files with n-gram features for each candidate event ID, and the right and left contexts from the snippet that can be used to add more features from other linguistic processing tasks such as concept extraction.
Step 3: Extraction
Next we describe the extraction process, which begins with the creation of a rule-based extractor to label a set of development data. For our experiments, we used no more that 1000 randomly selected candidate events to develop and tune each CLEVER extraction rule, which represented less than 1 percent of the total Figure A1 . Example of Intermediate Event Schema Template and Annotations for Quality Measurment Event Detection
